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Armani silk foundation shade guide

Envelope your face in a flawless, natural-looking cover by the Armani Luminous Silk Foundation. This award-winning foundation uses a lightweight, liquid texture that effortlessly glides on the skin, helping to combine visage while blurring the appearance of imperfections in smooth and seamless results.
Boasting a buildable, medium-coated, expert formula is infused with Micro-fil™ Technology using light reflective particles that work to sculpt and revive the skin. Weightlessness of the consistency sits inexemsistible on the face, without creating a cakey, congealed effect. Now available in 40 shades, this
charmeuse silk inspired formula exposes itself to countless skin types. Armani foundation capes visage with velvety neutral hue, trying to correct and balance uneven skin tone, while hiding the appearance of problematic areas. The faces are left silky and comfortable, enhanced with fine brightness. Use a
blender's bar to apply for radiant finishes. Add and blend more products to achieve the desired coverage. Aqua / Water, Cyclopentaric acid, Glycerol, Isododecane, Alcohol Denat., Polyglyceryl 4 isostearate, cetilla/ppg-10/1 dimethicon, hexyl mononate, aluminium starch octensuccinate, distearimonium
hectorite, phenoxyethanol, acetethylated glycol stearate, magnesium sulphate, Peg-10 dimethicon, trihydroxystearin, cellulose resins, Nylon-12, limonene, benzyl salicylate, benzyl alcohol, linalool, pentaerythritol tetra-di-T-butyl dihydrodronate, isobutane, diphenylsiloxetic, acrylonitris le/me
tylctyllaclate/vinyldene chloride chloride polymer, parfums/ fragrances, disodium stearoyllutamate, methyl tararen, butylphenylmethylpropional, aluminium hydroxide, hexylcinam. FREE UK DELIVERY OVER £25 Shade Please select... 2 3 3.5 3.75 4 4.5 4.25 4.75 5 5.5 5.25 5.75 6 6 6 .25 7 7.5 7.75 8 8.5
8.75 9 10 11.5 11.7 Five 13 13 ,5 14 15 Shade 1.5 Shade Shade 5.1 Shade 5.2 Shade 5.8 Shade 5.9 Shade 7.8 Shade 8.8 Shade 8.2 25 Shade 12 Shade 13.25 Move to Wish to Save Wish Save 15% Use Code: LFBEAUTY Save 15% if you use the code: LFBEAUTY at cart. Shop Offer Average
connection time of 25 seconds Envelope your face flawless, natural-looking coverage by Armani Luminous Silk Foundation. This award-winning foundation uses a lightweight, liquid texture that effortlessly glides on the skin, helping to combine visage while blurring the appearance of imperfections in
smooth and seamless results. Boasting a buildable, medium-coated, expert formula is infused with Micro-fil™ Technology using light reflective particles that work to sculpt and revive the skin. Weightlessness of the consistency sits inexemsistible on the face, without creating a cakey, congealed effect.
Now available in 40 shades, this charmeuse silk inspired formula exposes itself to countless skin types. Armani foundation capes visage with velvety neutral hue, trying to correct and balance uneven skin tone, while hiding the appearance of problematic areas. Faces are left and comfortable, enhanced
with fine brightness. Use a blender's bar to apply for radiant finishes. Add and blend more products to achieve the desired coverage. Aqua / Water, Cyclopentaric acid, Glycerol, Isododecane, Alcohol Denat., Polyglyceryl 4 isostearate, cetilla/ppg-10/1 dimethicon, hexyl mononate, aluminium starch
octensuccinate, distearimonium hectorite, phenoxyethanol, acetethylated glycol stearate, magnesium sulphate, Peg-10 dimethicon, trihydroxystearin, cellulose resins, Nylon-12, limonene, benzyl salicylate, benzyl alcohol, linalool, pentaerythritol tetra-di-T-butyl dihydrodronate, isobutane, diphenylsiloxetic,
acrylonitris le/me tylctyllaclate/vinyldene chloride chloride polymer, parfums/ fragrances, disodium stearoyllutamate, methyl tararen, butylphenylmethylpropional, aluminium hydroxide, hexylcinam. from £77.50 Add both baskets This item Armani Luminous Silk Foundation 30ml (Various Shades) from
£43.00 Shade: Please select... 2 3 3.5 3.75 4 4.5 4.25 4.75 5 5.25 5.75 6.5 6.25 7 7.5 7.75 8 8.5 8.75 9 10 11 11.11 5 11.75 13 13.5 14 15 Shade 1.5 Shade 5.1 Shade 5.2 Shade 5.8 Shade 5.9 Shade 7.8 Shade 8.25 Shade 8.25 Shade 12 Shade 13.25 'I believe that beauty comes first from within. My
works are done to hide or hide an individual's personality, but to reveal it. - Giorgio Armani Giorgio Armani Beauty has always adopted a policy of continuous innovation, which talks about its creative development in the field of makeup. This commitment to excellence sets high standards that not only make
women look more beautiful, but, more importantly, help them to be confident. Beauty products that provide measured results and never look exaggerated – this is the secret to Armani make-up. It's all about achieving a simple and real effect, which is always complicated. More from Giorgio Armani
Discover your inner light with the Giorgio Armani Luminous Silk Foundation. This cult classic is weightless on the skin, but give a flawless, lit-from-within glow. Discover your inner light with the Giorgio Armani Luminous Silk Foundation. This cult classic is weightless on the skin, but give a flawless, lit-from-
within glow. Created by renowned makeup artist Pat McGrath and inspired by charmeuse silk, a luxurious fabric known for its lustrous decoration, this foundation formula has remained unchanged since it was launched over 15 years ago. Containing Giorgio Armani's exclusive Micro-fil technology, this
liquid foundation seamlessly covers and blends the skin. Micro-fil technology micronse each pigment and ingredient before the final mixing and milling process to ensure a smooth finish that sculpts and revives the face. The gaps are gently blurred and the texture is smoothed, the light-infused finishes and
that Armani glow. Radiant and silky, Giorgio Armani Luminous Silk Foundation offers lightweight to medium-lasting coating that is easy to build and is ideal for all skin types. Best with a hand or fingers, apply the UV Master Primer Primer improve the finish and feel. Why Do I Love Giorgio Armani
Luminous Silk Foundation? Liquid foundation with light finish Weightless skin Creates flawless, lit-from-within glowCult classic with formula unchanged as it launched more than 15 years ago Created by makeup artist Pat McGrath Micro-fil technology provides seamless decorationKatus component is
micronised before mixing together Light to medium-coating Buildable finish Suitable for all skin types, but best for a combination or normal dry skin typesBest applied with fingers or brush 30mlThe Armani Makeup looks to be natural fullness that still looks real, and is blended, layered and adapted to
perfection. With a flawless face that never looks made-up, Armani believes that you should notice a person, not what they wear, and this philosophy applies from textiles to cosmetics. Try Giorgio Armani Luminous Silk Foundation as Step 3: Perfect ritual by Armani Glow. Lift the skin tone and enhance the
appearance of your face for a natural, radiant look. Who has Giorgio Armani Luminous Silk Foundation for? This product is suitable for all ages, genders and skin types. Those looking for a lightweight, medium-coating light finish foundation will benefit most from the use of this product. What is
GiorgioArmani Luminous Silk Foundation formulated without? Giorgio Armani Luminous Silk Foundation is designed without sulfates and phthalates. Buy now to pay later with Afterpay. Dry Normal Dry Normal Greasy to Greasy Discover your inner light with the Giorgio Armani Luminous Silk Foundation.
This cult classic is weightless on the skin, but give a flawless, lit-from-within glow. Created by renowned makeup artist Pat McGrath and inspired by charmeuse silk, a luxurious fabric known for its lustrous decoration, this foundation formula has remained unchanged since it was launched over 15 years
ago. Containing Giorgio Armani's exclusive Micro-fil technology, this liquid foundation seamlessly covers and blends the skin. Micro-fil technology micronse each pigment and ingredient before the final mixing and milling process to ensure a smooth finish that sculpts and revives the face. The gaps are
gently blurred and the texture is smoothed, the light-infused finishes and that Armani glow. Radiant and silky, Giorgio Armani Luminous Silk Foundation offers lightweight to medium-lasting coating that is easy to build and is ideal for all skin types. Best applied with a face or fingers, apply on uv master
primer to improve the finish and feel. Why Do I Love Giorgio Armani Luminous Silk Foundation? Liquid Foundation with Light Finish Weightless Skin Creates flawless, illuminated-from-inside brilliance classics with formula stagred as it launched over 15 years ago Created by makeup artist Pat McGrath
Micro-fil technology provides seamless finishCaus ingredient is micronised before mixing together Light to medium coating Buildable finish Suitable for all types, but the best is best for or normal dry skin typesBezs suitable with fingers or brush 30ml Giorgio Armani makeup look is about natural perfection,
which still looks realistic and it is blended, layered and tailored to perfection. With a flawless face that never looks made-up, Armani believes that you should notice a person, not what they wear, and this philosophy applies from textiles to cosmetics. Try Giorgio Armani Luminous Silk Foundation as Step 3:
Perfect ritual by Armani Glow. Lift the skin tone and enhance the appearance of your face for a natural, radiant look. Who has Giorgio Armani Luminous Silk Foundation for? This product is suitable for all ages, genders and skin types. Those looking for a lightweight, medium-coating light finish foundation
will benefit most from the use of this product. What is GiorgioArmani Luminous Silk Foundation formulated without? Giorgio Armani Luminous Silk Foundation is designed without sulfates and phthalates. Buy now to pay later with Afterpay. Dry Normal Dry Normally to Greasy Create Perfect Nude Face
Makeup with Armani Glow Ritual: Protect Skin with UV Master Primer. Prepare the skin for further makeup with a High Precision Retouch corrector. Apply the Luminous Silk foundation with a brush or fingers. Add more layers to the coating to be built. Complete with Fluid Sheer, weightless marker inspired
by organza. If this product is sealed, please make sure that the seal is intact before use. Water, cyclopentyloxycan, glycerol, isododecane, alcohol, polyglyceryl-4 isostearate, aluminium starch octotozil succinate, cetilloplip/ppg-10/1 dimethacon, hexyl luate, diteardimonium hectorite, phenoxyethanol,
acetylated glucolate, Magnesium sulphate, ethylhexyl methoxycinate, tristearin, cellulose resin, nylon-12, limonene, benzylalcylate, linalool, diphenylethyl glazone, acrylate copolymer, aroma, disodium stearoyllutamate, methyl pararabene, butylphenyl methylpropalylised, aluminium hydroxide, hexyl
malcina. May contain: CI 77891/titanium dioxide, CI 77492, CI 77499, CI 77491/iron oxides, CI 77007/ultramarin, Mica. At Adore Beauty, we believe in the right product for the right person. We want our product information to be useful to you, so we have done our best to provide you with a list of the most
informable ingredients. Please note that products are innovative from time to time without notice. For the most accurate information, please refer to the product box. If you spot an error, please let us know! We will update the list of these ingredients as soon as possible. Please wait until we find games This
is my favorite foundation for all the basics. The room was quite small and the bathroom was quite small. It is silky smooth and goes on beautifully! I love satin finish and definitely redeem! It is a lightweight foundation that sits so beautifully on the skin and gives a light finish. The coating is not too high,
which makes it ideal for summers It is the most beautiful foundation ever put on my own The coating is beautiful, the tone is perfect, it lasts, it does not cling to dry spots or slip into greasy ones. If it wasn't that expensive, I'd use it every day! I use this foundation when I have a special event or when I go
out. It is lightweight, makes the skin so beautiful and shiny. Honestly looks so beautiful on. I use it with Giorgio Armani foundation brush and also beauty blender. This foundation gave me beautiful, glittering skin, especially that I have a combination of skin with greasy t area. Lasts for hours and leaves the
satin finish. I tend to use a brush to apply and blend. Provides light to medium coverage. Didn't notice the smell. I use this mainly during the winter season because my skin doesn't get too oily. Still the best foundation I've used, and for a price, it's not so much more than a NARS or MAC fund, but I just find
it much better. It's natural-looking, and it really sinks into your skin instead of just lying on top like face paint or clinging to dry spots. I hadn't bought it for a while because of the price tag, but now I remember why it's quite enough (for me). Giorgio Armani Luminous Silk is by far my favorite foundation. I
bought my first bottle of job interviews and fell in love. The coating is light to medium, light (duh), but not currently shiny. I'd call it radiant. It's even out of my skin tone, never looking cakey or over the top. Every day I wear a toned moisturizer with SPF 50, but on special occasions, weddings, going out,
working inter... No doubt this is the best basis I've every tried, and it's worth every penny. There is no price you can put on gorgeous, smooth, silk-like leather, and it gives you that. The packaging is lux and it is a frosted, heavy glass bottle. I have a medium olive skin tone and shade 6 is perfect for me.
But I feel like a pro ends up there. Cons: I found it flakes and looks cakey all day no matter how much I moisturize, how long I wait for my base products to be before I get it, and even if I try to properly prime... Love this foundation! Definitely a good option if you're in favor of light medium coverage. Before
that I was using Nars sheer glow – I'd like light silk. Review and earn earn
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